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TIC lower band-edge energy of the ilrst singlet cxciton of naphthalcne has been determined as n function of conccntra- 
tion in a C,,H,/C,,-,D, alloy. Esperimentally, the vibronic O-512 fluorcscencc 31 2 K and 1 cm-’ resolution hns been 
measured. Theoretically. the coherent potential approsimation (CPA) and the ncgntivc factor counting (WC) results hwc 
been derived from the work of Hong and Kopclman. Agreement is sood within the csperimcntal and computational unccr- 
tainties (2-3 cm-‘). 

Incidentally to an energy transfer study [ 1,2] we 

have determined the dependence of an exciton band- 
edge on concentration in an isotopic mixed crystal of 
naphthalene/perdeuteronaphthalene. It is of interest 
to compare these experimental data with present-day 
theories of excitons in disordered aggregates [3,4] As 

the first singlet exciton of naphthalene is perhaps the 

best studied Frenkel exciton system [ 1,3,5 $1 and as 
our data have been carefully assembled at 2 K, this 

study is a stringent test on the reliability of both the 
available experimental and theoretical techniques. Pre- 
vious related experimental works are the pioneering 

photographic studies by Sheka [7] and by Hong and 
Robinson [S] . These studies were mainly concerned 
with the O-O electronic transition and therefore with 
the “Davydov components” positions as a function of 
concentration. The same data were also used in a sim- 
ilar theoretical anaiysis by Hoshen and Jortner [9]. 

This theoretical analysis [8,9] was based on the then 

available pure crystal parameters like the exciton den- 

sity-of-states [lo] (the early work of Sheka [7] N.-C 

based on the pioneering model of Broude and 

Rashba [I 11). Better experimental parameters have 
since become available [12-141 as well as more so- 

phisticated mixed crystal theories 141. In addition, 
our study is free of complications due to symmetry 
restrictions (i.e., free of k = 0 selection rules) as it 

* Supported by NIH Grant NS0811648 and NSF Grant 
CH-32578X. 

concentrates on a band-band transition [ 10,151 

(0 + 5 13). As the lower band (the vibrational exciton 
band, 5 12 cm-l) has negligible width [ 161 , and due 
CO the very low temperature of the experiment 
(1.6-l .8 Kj, we are monitoring not a “Davydov 

component” (which is ill-defined in the mixed crys- 
tal), but the real position of the lower 1 B2,, exciton 

band-edge. We compare this position with the theoreti- 
cal values based both on the coherent potential 
approximation (CPA) and on the negative factor 
counting (NFC) method [4] (the latter being based 
on specific pairwise exciton interactions [ 12,171). 

Experimentally we used highly purified, isotopic 
mixed crystals [1,2] of naphthalene (C,,H,/C,,D,). 
As it became evident that minute amounts of 
chemical impurities (10m3 to IO-’ mole fraction of 
fl-methylnaphthalene) do not affect the energy of the 
naphthalene emission, within our precision (even 
though they significantly affect the intensity), we 
used data based both on samples doped with such 

impurity levels as well as “natural samples” (without 

potassium fusion or zone refining [ 1 ] ). The 2400- 
3,900 A excitation was from a xenon lamp appropri- 

ately filtered [ 1,2] , at 1.6- 1.8 K. The emission was’ 
monitored with a 1 cm-I resolution by a double 
grating spectrometer with digital photon counting 
and simultaneous calibration (interphnsed with an 

IBM 360/67 computer, enabling calibration, 
smoothing and differential integration on a Graphics 
terminal) [1,18] . An example of an individual Spec- 
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Fig. 1. A sample 0 + 512.fluorescence of the naphthalene ‘B,, cxciton in the C,,,H&,D, *La~o’y13. 
The mole fraction 

C,,,HS is 0.35, the !empcrature 2 K and the rcsolsl Lion i cm”. The intensity is in photon counts, the energy m cm-l. 
,cc*, of 
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trum is given in fig. ,l: The experimental peak-heights 
are summarized in fig. 2, together with a theoretical 
curve. We omit the points at medium dilution.of 
C~OH~, as at these ccncen traiions each spectrum con- 
tains several peaks, due to various clusters (monomer, 
dimers, etc. [l] ). 

The results (fig. 2) are very satisfactory. We note 
that we have an experimental error in measuring the 
peak of about 1 cm-l _ In addition we have an uncer- 
tainty related to the “5 12”.cm-1 vibration. The vibra- 
tional frequency (actually measured to be about 509 
cm-’ in the pure crystal) might slightly change with 
concentration - up to l-2 cm-l_ In addition there 
is really another accidentally degenerate vibration in- 
volved [ 1,16,19] . Ali this leads to an experimental 
error of about 2-3 cm-l. We notice that the theoreti- 
cal data have computational uncertainties, the CPA 
method of about 2 cm-l and the NFC of about 2.5 
for some points and 5 cm-’ for ethers [4]. This is 
apart from errors inherent in the model and in the pure 

crystal data used as’input. Even though we constrained 
the’theoretical band-edge.value at C;= 1 to coincide 
with the experimental one, emphasiiing that this test 
is on the mixed crystal interpolation formulae, the 

above mentioned theoretical uncertainties qre still 
pertinent. We therefore consider.the fig. 2 results to 
indicate very good agreement between theory and ex- 
periment. We also noted above that we have avoided 
comparing experiments to theory in concentration 
regions well below the percolation concentration 
[2,4]. While we do not expect the CPA theory to 
work at such low concentrations, the NFC method 

should not be affected. However, the band-edge con- 
cept breaks down, due to &stering. (We reserve our 
investigations in this region for a future publication.) 
Unfortunately, due to computation costs, the com- 
puter band-edge results of the NFC method [4] are, 
within their precision, identical with the less valid CPA 
values. Therefore we cannot presently make a distinc- 
tion between these two theoretical methods. However, 

we feel that a computational refinement is unjustified 
in view of the experimental uncertainties. As to the 
experimental points being mostly L--3 cm-l below 

the theoretical curve, there may be a systematic error 
due to a slight shift or asymmetric contraction of the 
vibrational and/or electronic exciton band with cod- 

centration change, but this discrepancy is well within 
the combined experimental aild computational uncer- 
tainties. 

In summary, we compare experimental and thco- 
retical data on the naphthalene lBzu exciton band- 
edge in isotopic mixed crystals (C,oH,/C,oD,). 
Both experimental and theoretical values are more re- 
fined than in previous rtudics. The good agreement we 
find provides us with increased confidence in both our 
experimental and theoretical approaches to the pro- 
blems of excitons in molecular alloys. 
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In the text,.ae is the uncertainty in the theoretically’computed 
curve (solid line). 
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